“ARTEFACT” — objects created and shaped by
human hand.
ART&FAKT Interiors creates objects in close collaboration
with leading artists and designers. This first collection is
built of objects designed by Jonas Bohlin.
Our passion for craftsmanship is reflected in the details
and the carefully selected sustainable materials we choose.
Our aim is to create objects that are elegant and functional,
often with a surprising, playful twist. We believe that great
design is timeless.
Our arena is global and our objects and solutions are
inspired by exciting and attractive places where
people meet.
Contact us to find out more about our collection and our
global thoughts on art, design and long-term sustainability.

SADEL Bench
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IF Coat hanger

TIMGLAS Coat hanger

HOF Bar stool

CAFÈ Table

HOF Bar table

HOF Bar table
HOF Bar stool, TIMGLAS Coat hanger
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BISTRO Table, COLLINE Pendant

BISTRO Table

COLLINE Pendant

SKEPPSHOLMEN Armchair

EKVATOR Table

BOCK Table

TIVOLI Chair
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LIV BLACK Table

PARIS Lounge chair

FORMULA Armchair

KARUSELL Stool

PERRONG Sofa

FORMULA Sofa
FORMULA Sofa, LIV Table
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LIV Lounge chair

LIV Chair

LIV Table
LIV Lounge chair, LIV Chair, LIV Table
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LUZETTE Table

TAVERNA Pendant

KLOCKA Pendant

SADEL Bench

SPIRA Coat hanger
KLOCKA Pendant, SPIRA Coat hanger, LUZETTE Table
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Jonas Bohlin
revolutionized the Swedish furniture industry. Today he
is one of the most appreciated Swedish designers and
interior architects. His restaurant interiors, all have a
typical Bohlin touch: Functional, playful, stylish and a bit
surprising. Simply coziness.
In 1981 Jonas made his breaktrough as designer with the
chair Concrete. More of a sculpture than a chair, almost
impossible to sit on, it became a discussion and burning
point in Swedish furniture history. Jonas Bohlin is always
one step ahead. When postmodernism became stiff and
rigid, Jonas already was on his quest for lighter and more
poetic expressions, for example Liv, a furniture and
lighting collection.
Bohlin then took on public meeting places, bistros and
restaurants, with the same playfulness. First he designed
Rolfs kök, a modern, unconventional Stockholm restaurant
that has become a true classic. The restaurants Sturehof,
Luzette, Taverna Brillo and La Colline are all modern
meeting places with an exciting mix of European bistro
tradition and the excentric Jonas Bohlin stylish twist.
Nothing is out of reach for Jonas as designer and artist:
Tram stops, lighting systems, art installations, VIP lounges,
cutlery along with everything else that is part of life.
Jonas Bohlin, designer and decorated interior architect
since 1981. Professor at Konstfack 2004-2009.
Since 1997 member of the Royal academy of Arts.
Prins Eugen medal 2014. Interior of the year 2016
for bistro Luzette.

LEKA
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